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Discover 15 proven ways to build more muscle, burn more fat, and rapidly achieve a ripped body
that turns heads...Fact: Over 95% of guys fail to achieve their fitness goals. Most quit after just
1-2 months in the gym....So what's stopping YOU from seeing results?Simple. You're focused on
all the wrong things. Fad diets, random workouts, and questionable motivations will only get you
so far. To break through your plateau and see fast progress you need to re-build your fitness
habit from the ground up...Secrets of the Super Fit will teach you 15 scientifically-proven hacks
to optimize your mindsets, your diet, and your workouts for maximum results.Inside this book
you'll learn:- A simple diet hack to guarantee rapid fat loss- One weird trick to make sure you
never miss another workout- A proven way to boost testosterone overnight- The #1 training
mistake that cripples your ability to build mass- Why popular diets like Paleo and Slow Carb
actually hurt your results- A 5-minute activity to radically enhance your motivation to hit the gym-
The secret behind jaw-dropping transformations of movie stars and pro athletes- An instant hack
to appear taller and more muscular- The shocking truth about how your workout clothes can
make or break your results- How to optimize your diet without counting calories or weighing
foods...and much, much more!Pick up your copy right now by clicking the BUY NOW button at
the top of this page!



Secrets of the Super FitProven Hacks to Get Ripped Fast Without Steroids or Good
GeneticsDavid de las MorenasCopyright © 2016 Beast Industries, LLCAll rights
reserved.DisclaimerAll attempts have been made to verify the information in this book; however,
neither the author nor the publisher assumes any responsibility for errors, omissions, or contrary
interpretations of the content within.This book is for entertainment purposes only, and so the
views of the author should not be taken as expert instruction or commands. The reader is
responsible for his or her own actions.This book is not meant to be used, nor should it be used,
to diagnose or treat any medical condition. For diagnosis or treatment of any medical problem,
consult your own physician. I recommend consulting a doctor to assess and/or identify any
health-related issues prior to making any dramatic changes to your diet and/or exercise
regime.Neither the author nor the publisher assumes any responsibility or liability on behalf of
the purchaser or reader of this book.DedicationThis book is dedicated to everyone who helped
me stay consistent and motivated throughout my entire fitness journey. To my cousin Matt, who
introduced me to lifting weights back in college. To the great Alan Aragon, whose kind words
encouraged me to keep going after I published my first book. And to all of my personal training
clients, who continually challenge me to expand my knowledge and learn new things. Thank you
all.Buyer BonusAs a way of saying thank you for your purchase, I’m offering a FREE download
that’s exclusive to my book and blog readers.It’s a proven step-by-step workout routine
optimized to quickly pack on mass and get stronger.Here’s what you get inside:- A complete
step-by-step workout routine- Optimized to build mass in just 3 workouts per week- All you need
is dumbbells and a pull-up bar- Forced progression means progress is guaranteed- No
guesswork: detailed instructions tell you EXACTLY what to do…and much, much
more.ContentsPROLOGUE: The “Secret” to Getting RippedWhy 99% of Guys Fail to Get
RippedHow I Finally Transformed My Body after Years of FrustrationHow to Use This Book for
Maximum ResultsPART I: Mindset HacksWhat Motivates You?The Harsh TruthLook the
PartAccept RealityShift Your PrioritiesPART II: Diet HacksYou’ve Been ScammedThe Truth about
CaloriesCounting HacksSmoke and MirrorsThe Shortcut to GainsPART III: Training HacksStop
HoppingInstant GainsStack It UpBread and ButterThe Truth about CardioRECAP: Secrets of the
Super FitYour Next StepCan You Do Me a Favor?My Other BooksAbout the
AuthorReferencesPROLOGUE: The “Secret” to Getting RippedWhy 99% of Guys Fail to Get
RippedLet’s be honest here: if you’re reading this book then you aren’t 100% satisfied with your
body.You probably want to build some muscle. And you probably want to cut fat and get leaner,
too.Well, you’re not alone. In fact, almost every guy out there is struggling to improve his body.
Now, you can take this fact in one of two ways:- First, you can let yourself off the hook.Hell, if
every other guy is also unhappy with his body, then you might as well just give up, right? Why
waste your time?- Second, you can decide to figure out what the 1% are doing right.You can
realize that every guy who has successfully achieved a ripped body was once in the exact same
situation as you. If they figured it out, so can you.Since you bought this book, I can only assume
(and hope) that you’re in the second category. So first off, congrats! Making that simple



realization is the first step to transforming your body.Now, let’s get one more thing out of the way.
Let’s go over what I like to call “the 3 big excuses”…#1: But aren’t they all using steroids?Yes,
okay. Some guys are using steroids. If you do a simple Google image search for “IFBB pro”, you
will see several hundred images of bodybuilders who are on the juice.(Side note: the IFBB is a
major bodybuilding competition that doesn’t test for steroids)But that’s not the look most guys
are going for anyway. Most guys want to be lean, muscular, and strong… not look like the freakin’
Hulk.In this book, you’ll discover the tools you need to get that lean, muscular look you desire
WITHOUT resorting to drug use.#2: What if I have “bad” genetics?This is another legitimate
concern. Some guys are simply born with an innate advantage.For example, some guys have
naturally broad shoulders that make them look big and strong before they even lift a single
weight. And other guys have favorable “muscle insertions”. In other words, their muscles are
naturally positioned and shaped in a way that looks good (even if they’re not very developed).In
this book, you’ll learn the tools you need to look great naked regardless of how “bad” your
genetics are.#3: What if I don’t have time to work out every day?This is the last big excuse I hear
guys making. But this one is pure BS.You don’t need to work out every day in order to build
muscle and burn fat. It’s simply a myth.In fact, your body needs rest days to recover from the
stress of lifting weights. So go ahead and scratch this excuse off your list.(Side note: you can
grab my 3-day per week workout routine in the “Buyer Bonus” chapter at the very beginning of
this book)Here’s the main point: None of these 3 things are why 99% of guys fail to get
ripped.Nope. It’s not that you need steroids. It’s not that you have “bad” genetics. And it’s not
because you don’t have time to work out every day…So what it is then?It’s pretty simple actually:
you’re focusing on all the wrong things.Almost every guy is focused on finding the “perfect” diet,
the “perfect” workout routine, and the “most effective” supplement regimen. They read fitness
article after fitness article, hoping to discover the one “secret” ingredient that will magically
transform their body.Hint: you will never find it.(Because it doesn’t exist)So what it is? What do
the 1% focus on that the other 99% are missing?Simple. They focus on the basics, every single
day, year in and year out. And all of the little, seemingly insignificant progress they make every
week – it adds up.They follow their workout routine consistently. They eat with a purpose. They
rinse and repeat.Just like investing in a retirement account, the results compound over time.
And, before you know it, you're jacked!Now, unfortunately, this is a lot easier said than done.The
real “secret” of the super fit – the one thing almost all of them have in common – is that they find
a way to program themselves to love the process, take action, and follow through on their
goals… no matter what life throws at them.They’ve all developed a set of special habits that
allow them to push forward and stay the course. And they use these things to their advantage,
every single day.The result is consistent, undeniable progress.In this book, I will reveal the top
15 “secrets” of the super fit – 15 simple hacks, habits, and techniques to program your body for
inevitable success. I have discovered these things over years of trial-and-error, research,
training, and more.But wait! Who the hell I am to teach you anything in the first place?Well, allow
me to explain…How I Finally Transformed My Body after Years of FrustrationIf you’re skeptical, I



totally get it.There are so many fitness “gurus” these days that you have to be careful.But before
you grab a pitchfork and burn me at the stake, let me introduce myself: my name is David de las
Morenas. I’m a personal trainer, certified strength coach, and the founder of …And while I could
brag about how I’m a #1 Men’s Health bestselling author, how my blog gets over 100,000 visits
per month, or how I’ve been featured in top fitness publications like AskMen and
Bodybuilding.com – I don’t want to waste your time.I’d rather tell you the story of how I went from
a scrawny kid who couldn’t get laid to looking like Captain America (and transforming my entire
life in the process)…It all started back in college…After years of playing sports, I got to college
and stopped all physical activity. I ate pizza, played video games, and got drunk almost every
day.By the end of my first year, I put on 20 pounds. And all of it was fat. Every time I looked in the
mirror, it was painful. I looked like crap. And I lost all confidence in myself.That summer I was
determined to get back in shape. So I followed the typical fitness advice. I started running every
day and eating “healthy” foods like salads and smoothies.My life sucked. I don’t even like
running. And I was hungry all the time. But by the end of the summer, I had lost over 40
pounds.Great, right?Actually, not so great. I was scrawny as fuck! No joke – I looked like I was
starving to death. So I decided to start lifting weights. My cousin recommended P90X: an at-
home workout program…After 1 full year of working out in my basement almost every day, I had
nothing to show for it… Okay, maybe my arms grew by like half an inch.I was so frustrated that I
actually stopped working out.Then, a few months later, I met an amateur bodybuilder and he
taught me all about “bulking” and “cutting”.So I started to devour bodybuilding articles online. I
decided that I needed to “bulk” up and gain a bunch of weight. I even found a new workout
program on bodybuilding.com – I was SO excited to get started!
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Mo Saleem, “Read this book and be ahead of 99% of guys in the gym.... I love David's no-
nonsense approach to fitness. He speaks the truth and gets down to the root of what actually
works.I love how this book is structured. It starts with Mindset hacks. Mindset transcends
everything. Once you can figure out why you're working out and why you go to the gym everyday,
that's what allows you to stay consistent over the long-term. As the saying goes, if you're why is
strong enough than you can figure out any how. What separates this book from others that I've
read that it's highly oriented towards action. After every single chapter David lays out a bunch of
action steps that get you to take action.In the Diet hacks section I've also implemented the
average weight technique that David mentions. Our body weight can fluctuate pretty drastically
on a day-to-day basis and that's why I love the hack of tracking your weight everyday and
coming up with an average weekly weight and using your measurements as the standpoint from
which we determine how to adjust how we eat. Another great hack that I love is getting leaner
before trying to gain muscle. This is a great hack because getting leaner boosts testosterone
after which you body becomes more efficient at building muscle.Look, the bottom line is that if
you read this book and absorb its materials you will know more about diet, nutrition, and lifestyle
than 99% of guys out there. Highly recommended.”

Sonny, “Awesome Book! I wish I had this when I first started!. I've known about Dave and his
work for about 2 years now.He never fails to produce high quality No BS work for his
audience.As someone who has been involved with health/fitness for over 10 years, I would
consider this book a must read for anyone who is first starting out.This book could definitely be a
big time saver because it takes a lot of the guesswork out of bodybuilding.The beginning is
always the hardest part because you lack direction. You have no idea what's going on. You're
pretty much just throwing darts at the board hoping one of them will hit.This book will give the
reader some much needed direction which is why I recommend it for EVERYONE who wants to
start off on the right track.”

Jim Simcoe, “This book is fantastic! It's a quick read packed with tons of .... This book is
fantastic! It's a quick read packed with tons of really useful info. Unlike many 'get fit quick' books,
this book gives you very creative ideas on how to achieve your fitness goals. The section on
habit-stacking was one of my favorite parts and something I will use in all aspects of my life- not
just fitness.For a quick read I was really impressed with how much great info is in here. Highly
recommend it!”

Kyle Trouble, “Excellent, straight forward advice from a guy who lives what he preaches. I've
known David for several years now. As always, SOTSF is a straight, no-holds-barred approach
that will help you achieve your goals.Meticulously researched and backed with facts, this book is
a must-have for both those looking to overcome plateaus, and for those just starting their fitness



journey.”

jhorse, “Good tips, enjoyed the read.. Bought this book to get some inside tips. Being a lady I
enjoyed the book even though it's written for men. I feel it applies no different to me, and was
motivated to "stick with a program to see results" which was exactly the inspiration I needed to
get me going on my lifetime goals.”

Charles Johnson, “There's also a ton of great tips in here. This book is crazy motivating! There's
also a ton of great tips in here. As a chunky guy who has always struggled to gain muscle
without gaining pounds of fat in the process, I can already see that the hacks in this book will
make a huge difference in my fitness. Stoked to start making progress!”

Brandon M. Crone, “Great Content. As a health and fitness blogger and coach who's trained and
coached clients for almost a decade, I have to say that the information in this book is spot on.
When it comes to pushing your body to its limits and really chiseling out the perfect look you
desire, the steps and foundations laid out in this book are great for fitness enthusiasts of all skill
levels - whether you're new to fitness, or you've been training for years, do yourself a favor and
don't pass this book up - check it out!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “JUST BUY THIS BOOK!!!. This is a no BS guide for the natural weight lifter/
bodybuilder. All of the tips in this book make sense and the book itself is very easy to follow. If
your serious about getting cut or want to bulk up do yourself a favour and get a real upper hand
and just buy this book now. A great buy.”

The book by Timothy Gordon has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 69 people have provided feedback.
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